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LIVING IN CALIFORNIA
design buzz

Teak Oscar sideboard,
$4,069, Gather
Home Furnishings

BRIGHT IDEA

A MOVABLE FEAST

Digital manufacturing platform
Gantri and design studio
Ammunition recently debuted
three lighting collections (from
$148, gantri.com). Named Carve,
Gio and Signal, the styles each
include table, floor and wallmounted lights with a unique
approach to craft and
sustainability. Designed and
manufactured in California, each
light is 3D printed on demand and
finished in a bespoke manner. “We
were thrilled to bring Ammunition’s
process and philosophy to the
Gantri platform with lighting
collections that offer an amazing
level of quality, detail and
expression,” says Gantri CEO and
founder Ian Yang. “They represent
our mission to make it easier for
people to incorporate great design
into their lives.” –Rachel Cohen

This monochromatic scene from Casa Perfect
includes Calico’s Aura wallpaper in Svad, Matthew
Day Jackson for Made by Choice Kolho round
dining table and chairs, an Atelier Février Nazar
rug, a Bec Brittain for Roll & Hill Maxhedron
chandelier and Lapis Dimples by Katherine Grey.

PAGE TURNERS

These four new coffee-table books by California talents will
refresh your home from the inside out. –Nicole Bustamante

HOME BODY
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Gio table light,
$298, gantri.com

The Bay Area’s Mediterranean climate is made for outdoor living, something
L.A.-based designer—and Hollywood at Home (hollywoodathome.com)
showroom maestro—Peter Dunham took into consideration when creating
his indoor-outdoor furniture line. Now available at Holland & Sherry
(hollandandsherry.com) in San Francisco, the Peter Dunham Home collection
($700 to $7,400) consists of a robust, eclectic and timeless grouping of teak,
all-weather wicker and rush tables and chairs. Dunham, a native of France, is
drawn to San Francisco both genetically—his great-grandparents owned a
Berkeley farm—and visually. “It’s one of the most breathtaking cities I know
of—the only city that comes close is Istanbul,” he says, “with the hills coming
down the bay and the exciting views and the drama of the wind. It feels like a
natural place to expand our collection, and I’m excited to collaborate with
Holland & Sherry, which has been a great partner.” –Carolyne Zinko

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BRANDS

TIMELESS TEAK

CASA PERFECT PHOTO BY DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN; SCOTT MITCHELL HOUSES PHOTO BY SCOTT
FRANCES/COURTESY SCOTT MITCHELL STUDIO; CALIFORNIA HOMES II PHOTO COURTESY OF IMAGE
PUBLISHING; HOW TO MAKE A HOUSE A HOME PHOTO COURTESY OF PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE;
PRIVATE GARDENS OF SANTA BARBARA PHOTO COURTESY OF HOLLY LEPERE OF LEPERE STUDIO

The folks behind GATHER Home Furnishings (gatherfurnishings.com), located at SOCO & The
OC Mix, did not take naming their gallery lightly. The title is meant to expand the meaning of the
word gather: The showroom—which is set to officially launch in April—is not only a place to shop,
but also serves as a space to come together. “I wanted to create GATHER as a welcoming
environment for people of all walks of life to come together,” explains owner Joey Lawrence.
There is an emphasis on SoCal style combined with unique pieces you won’t find anywhere else
from companies such as the brand’s private upholstery label, Ethnicraft and Loloi Rugs, among
others. It will also be the first local retailer to carry Zotto mattresses. With Lawrence—who has
been in the home furnishings business more than 21 years, working with clients in Orange
County, South Bay and Northern California—at the helm, the showroom is sure to wow. –RC

From left: How to Marry
a Millionaire bar stool,
$1,500, and counter
stool, $1,500, both by
Peter Dunham Home
at Hollywood at Home,
L.A., hollywoodathome.
com; and Holland &
Sherry, San Francisco,
hollandandsherry.com.

During the frenzied height of Frieze Los Angeles, The Future Perfect
unveiled the third iteration of Casa Perfect Los Angeles
(thefutureperfect.com) with an exhibition of furnishings and a painting
(on loan from Hauser & Wirth) from the Wonky collection by renowned
American artist Matthew Day Jackson. Sitting high above Beverly Hills
on Carla Ridge, the ’70s-style property by architect Raul Garduno has
sweeping views of the city and intimate interior spaces that boast a
Japanese-inspired, mid-mod splendor. Rooms and exterior areas are
filled with funky, sculptural pieces; bold paintings; and myriad works by
The Future Perfect’s stable of international artists and designers. “Casa
Perfect was always nomadic by design,” says founder David Alhadeff.
“Relocating to a new home every few years allows us an opportunity to
shift the context and narrative for the gallery. The newest Casa Perfect
L.A. is an amazing find because it so markedly changes the viewpoint
for us. Period details from the ’70s—like vertical blinds, wall-to-wall
carpet and popcorn ceilings—feel ultrafresh juxtaposed against our
program of contemporary collectible design. L.A. continues to be
amazing for us and I’m super grateful for that!” –Matt Stewart

SCOTT MITCHELL
HOUSES
Debuting May 5, Scott Mitchell
Houses ($65, Rizzoli) features
previously unpublished images of
eight projects by Scott Mitchell
Studio, four of which are based in
Los Angeles—including the Malibu
abode used in Tom Ford’s gripping
film Nocturnal Animals. With
geometric hallways and seamless
transitions between indoor and
outdoor spaces, the sleek homes
can be easily mistaken for works
of art themselves.

CALIFORNIA
HOMES II
Each chapter of California
Homes II ($85, Images
Publishing)—the sophomore
tome from Studio William
Hefner coming out June 15—
brings more stunning
designs from the
L.A.- and Montecito-based firm
to the pages. Among
photographs, different homes
are represented by sketches and
layouts, allowing the reader to
follow Hefner’s creative process.

HOW TO MAKE A
HOUSE A HOME
A self-help book of sorts for
design enthusiasts, Parachute
founder Ariel Kaye’s chic new
book’s title is reflective of what
lies inside its pages. Starting
with a guide to finding your
flow, How to Make a House a
Home ($30, Penguin Random
House), out April 14, continues
with instructions on how to
stylishly incorporate color, light,
textiles and more into your
living space.

PRIVATE GARDENS
OF SANTA BARBARA
Get ready to be inspired. The
recently released Private
Gardens of Santa Barbara ($50,
Gibbs Smith) by firm Grace
Design Associates and
founding principal Margie
Grace includes images of
landscapes trailing through the
American Riviera. Each space is
uniquely curated to the
homeowners’ desires and
ranges from Zen oases to
secret garden-esque designs.
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